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Chapter 592 Serves Her Right 

 

Feng Qing did not say anything. Xing Yue’s voice came from behind her. “Someone! Send the two 

waiters to the police station and send the technicians to check the surveillance cameras around the 

hotel.” 

 

The guards bowed in unison and started to move. At the same time, Imperial Concubine Anna walked 

over and looked at Xing Yue coldly. “Go back and tell the Presidential Manor that Miss Tessa publicly 

poisoned the banquet in Country F’s Palace. Although no one has been injured yet, this matter will 

definitely not be let go so easily!” 

 

For the first time, Xing Yue lowered his noble head and said in a guilty tone, “Please don’t worry, Your 

Highness. There’s an ancient saying in Xia country, all persons are equal in the eyes of law. Although 

Tessa is my younger sister and the young lady of the Presidential Manor, she has to pay the price for her 

evil actions. Mr. President and I won’t use our authority to interfere with the justice to shield Tessa. Let 

her… accept the punishment of Country F’s laws.” 

 

With that, he no longer looked at Imperial Concubine Anna. Instead, he turned to look at Feng Jianing 

and ordered, “Someone, detain Feng Jianing too. She’s suspected of drugging the wine at the palace 

banquet and deliberately causing Mr. President’s daughter, Miss Tessa, to have a seizure, as well as 

many other crimes such as not reporting the matter and covering up the truth. Hand her over to the Bali 

Police Department for follow-up interrogation.” 

 

Feng Jianing’s face turned pale after she heard Xing Yue’s words. Her legs went weak and she fell to the 

ground. She had entered the prison twice, and probably no one could save her with the release order. 

Two guards went forward and dragged Feng Jianing out. 

 

Only at this moment did the guests barely regain their senses. From the moment Tessa fell ill to the 

moment Feng Jianing was detained and interrogated again, this process seemed to be quite long. In fact, 

it only took less than ten minutes. From the start when Feng Qing was suspected by everyone to when 

Tessa and Feng Jianing bribed the waiter to poison the banquet, the plot had changed too quickly, 

making it difficult for the eyes to take in. At one moment, it was Hu Pohong, and at the next moment, it 



was a strong laxative. Only a few guests in the banquet understood, and the majority of the remaining 

people were still in a daze. 

 

“D*mn! Isn’t the plot fluctuation too exaggerated? Even television dramas don’t dare to act like this. I’m 

still in a daze. Can anyone tell me?” 

 

“That’s right. Was it Miss Tessa who drugged the wine or Feng Jianing who drugged the wine? Why 

didn’t I understand? But what surprised me was that Miss Tessa was actually a scheming woman…” 

 

“Hmph, it’s Feng Jianing again. She has already violated the laws once. I didn’t expect that she would still 

be so ungrateful. This time, she actually dared to poison the Imperial Palace’s banquet. She simply 

doesn’t want to live anymore!” 

 

“I’m very curious how Master YLL could tell that there’s a problem with those drinks. Also, did she drink 

the drugged alcohol?” 

 

“That’s right, Master YLL, can you explain to us how you could tell that someone had put something in 

that wine?” 

 

Feng Qing raised her hand and pointed at her nose when she saw that everyone was looking at her 

curiously. “Because my nose is good.” 

 

Upon hearing this, everyone was dumbfounded. Everyone looked at Feng Qing as if they were looking at 

a monster. It was difficult to imagine that she had only smelled it with her nose. Was this still a human’s 

nose? If not for Imperial Concubine Anna’s extremely ugly expression, the guests would have liked to 

give Feng Qing an applause. 

 

“Hmph, that Feng Jianing is really stubborn. She actually wants to shift the blame to you. Master YLL, if I 

were you, I wouldn’t have changed that glass of red wine just now. A wicked person like her deserves to 

be poisoned to death!” 

 



“That’s right. Why should you save her? Someone like her who repays kindness with ingratitude should 

let her suffer.” 

 

“It’s really too shocking. I didn’t expect that Feng Jianing would be so dirty and evil in her heart when 

she looks so innocent and pleasant on the outside. Such a person really shouldn’t be saved.” 

 

The guests were discussing fervently. After figuring out the entire matter, many people felt that Feng 

Qing shouldn’t have saved Feng Jianing just now and should have let her drink the wine containing Hu 

Pohong. 

 

Feng Qing smiled when she was faced with everyone’s indignation and replied, “If she dies like this, I’ll 

be in a lot of trouble.” 

 

Xing Yue couldn’t help but say after hearing her say this, “I know what you’re worried about. If Feng 

Jianing took that glass of wine, Tessa will definitely come out and accuse you of poisoning the wine. And 

the Imperial Concubine and I will probably believe Tessa’s words and treat you as a bad person, right?” 

 

 


